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Abstract

To avoid confusion between the identity element in the group
and the exponential map, we will use ExpQ) for the latter and
e for the former. The development of this paper may also be
carried out for right-invariant systems.
The problem that we approach is to explicitly generate
open-loop strategis for solving the steering problem, that is,
given some initial point gi with g, E 50(3) anLd some final
point gf with gj E S0(3), find a time T and a control u(Q)
piecewise continuous, defined on the interval [0, T], such that
the system (1), starting at the initial condition of g, at time 0,
will at time T arrive at gf. We note that least-squares optimal
control of systems of the form (1) was studied by [2]. In this
paper, we focus on explict steering laws given the initial and
final points in S0(3).
Suppose the system had an input constraint, say, u(t) E U
for all t. If the set U contained a neighborhood of the origin,
we would be able to rescale any bounded solution both in time
and magnitude to obtain an alternate solution which obeys the
constraint U, provided there is no drift. In many caes with
drift, this is possible as well.
We will consider six cas. We will set AO(g) 0O in the
first three and we will vary the number of input vector fields
from three to one (drift-free case). In the next three cas the
drift term A(g) will be nontrivial and the input vector fields
will be varied in the same ma;ner. In all cases we will assume
the input vector fields are not redundant (meaning they are
not linearly dependent).

The paper focuses on the prblem of e*plicitly generating open
loop satmeg for string contl systems with kft-invariant
vetor fields on the Lie group of rigid rotations S0(3). Both
systens with and withou drift are considemd well as systers with three, two or one input(a). For each of
casese,
if possibe, we present a constructive solution to the steering
as

prolem.

T1he

mot

interesting

case

are

of systems

with

drift

and either only or two inputs. Having two inputs gives us the
freedom to choose the steering time. In the ceae of only one
input our algorithm will drive the system to the eired orientation in a finite time. There are, however, limitations on the
choice of the arrival time.
Simulation have been developed and the results animated
on a Silicon Graphics Iris workstation. In particular, videotaped animation of the algorithrm mentioned above will be
presented at the conference.
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Introduction and Problem Statement

Noether's theorem [1, 4] identifies conserved quantities associated with invariant actions of a Lie group on the Lagrangia
of a system. The He group (for a good review, see [7]) associated with the conmervation of angular momentum is S0(3),
the space of orthogonal matrices of determinant 1. The conserved quantities induce constraints on the tangent bundle of
the configuration space; these constraint equations [8] can be
converted to control systems. To this end, we will study leftinvariant control systems on S0(3). The Lie algebra so(3)
associated to S0(3) is the set of all 3 x 3 skew-symmetric
matrices, with the Hie bracket being the matrix commutator.
The differential equation describing the evolution of g, with
g E S0(3), is as follows:
m

g = Ao(g) + E

i=l

Ai(g)uj

g E S0(3)

2 Left-Invariant Control Systems
A satelite with two or three rotors at rest, that is, with zero
total angular momentum, may be modeled as a drift-free system on S0(3). The kinematic equations for such a system are
given by (1) (for details, see [10]). The vector bN is zero and aRl
other vectors depend on the physical parameters of the system.
As there is no drift to this system, Chow's theorem [3]
may be applied in order to check controUability. Some simplifications in the case of left-invariant systems on Lie groups will
apply. The Lie bracket reduces to the matrix commutator on
the lie algebra, and in the case of so(3), [bi, bj] = ((bj x bi) x).

(1)

where each vector field As(g) may be written as:

(bix) E so(3)

Ai(g) = g (bx)

with the (bix)'s constant and linearly independent members of
the Lie algebra. We will often map a skew-symmetric matrix
(bx) to the vector b with b E R3. Thus given b E R3, the
skew-symmetric matrix is then:

(bx)

=

O

2.1 The Three Input Control System
For the case of three independent inputs, the input vector fields
span the tangent space at every point therefore cotrollability
is assured. The system has the form:

-b3 b2

g(bix)ul

-b

+g(b2x)u2 +g(b3x)u3

Thus given that g,-, with gi E S0(3), is the initial state of the
system, the configuration which results from the action of a
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Step 1: Decoupling the Inputs We assume the roll motion
to correspond to the action of the first input, and the pitch

combination of the constant inputs (ux, u2, us) for one second1

is

motion to be a linear combination of the two inputs3. If
we call v the roil, and v2 the pitch, the input transform
is:

gI=fg Exp((fbx) ul + (b2X) u2 + (b3x)U3)

Ul

We can thus consider the desired net movement gd = g3719f
with2 gd E SO(3), find the controls which will steer the system
from the identity to gd and apply these to our system to obtain
the movement from gi to gf. Thus we may solve this equation:

grlgj

=

U2j

EXP(( X) U1 + (02X) U2 + (53X) U3)

that g-

P2

=

(IIb2IbTl
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=

(1lh - bTit2

012

=

-bTIbI3?132

Step 2: Conjugate transformation Compute the rotation
matrix K E S0(3), given by:

[ Almb

K =

(fAb ++/2b2) (O16x(PX2bi + 2262))]

Notice that K-'1Albl = el and K-1(12bl. + 16) = e2.
Define g(t) = (gjK)-'g(t)K. A quick calculation of the
time derivative of this silarity transform will confirm
the caonical representation.

2.2 The Two Input Control System
Given that b1 and 2 are independent, Chow's theorem assures controllability because 62 x 62 is perpendicular to b1 and
b2. A more constructive argument for controllability follows
from the various parameterizations of SO(3). Besides the cdasic roll-pitch-yaw parnmeterization, there exist others like the
roll-pitch-rll parameterization. One can think of this coordinate chart as a recipe for steering to some configuration from
the identity whie using only two left-invariant vector fields,
g(elx) and g(e2x) with el and e2 in R3 being the standard
basis elements (1, 0, 0)? and (0, 1, O)T. Of course, in general the
system will not be at the identity and have g (el x) and g (e2x)
as input vector fields; however, with a little work this can be
put right. First, a linear transformation is needed to decouple
the iMputs by orthogonalizing their action. Secondly, the random disposition of these now orthonormal vector fields may be
made to appear as the canonical ones with the appropriate conjugate transformation. In this way the critical formula, that is
the roll-pitch-roll inversion, must be computed only once for
any systems in this class.
Proposition 1
Given a antrol system on SO() wose evolution
is described byg
=(bxx)ul +g(62x)U2,
with b6 and b2 linearly independent,
gi and gf both in SO(3)
and a time T> 0,
Then ther crisi a u( ) defined on [0, 1,
peewise onstant, which will steer the system
from gi to gf in the interval [0, T.
Proof: The proof will be given in algorithmic form.
lTLi is the same s applying the constant inputs (t, r , 7) for T

2Rftf

(2)

JLt'2J

gi,g = Exp($11 (bx) a,) EXP(112 (blX) +1222(6x))a2)
Exp(1l (b1x) a3)
(3)

which allows us to efficiently compute the matrix rdgarithm by
means of a simple matrix inversion when (g+ e) is nonsingl ar.

Is cossideatioa is val

VI

112
$22

If a, a2,83 represent how long the inputs Vi,Va are applied
in ropitch-ril fashion, the equation to solve becomes:

(ax) = (g - e)(g+ e)1

spcified.
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with

While the exponential map does not in general cover every
group, it does for SO(3) and some others [9]. Euler's theorem
[7], in the case of SO(3), guarantees the existence of an element
(ax)oftheLie algebraso(3)suchthatg= Exp((ax)),forany
g E SO(3). Once the element (ax) E so(3) is fond, we only
need to find numbers (ui,u2,u3) such that E71ui(bix) =
(ax). As the (b,x)'s form a basis for SO(3), such constants are
uniquely specfied.
For the specal case of SO(3) and its Lie algebra so(3)
there exists a formula called Cayley's formula [5],

seconds

[=

&(t) = (giK)Y&(t)K
=

K-1g7_g(t)KK l(31 (b2x)vt +112(blix)4+-322(b2x))h
#(t) (K-111 (blx) K + K-1 (.13 2 (bi X + 22(62x)) K)

=

D(t) ((el x) v + (e2X)V)

=

One useu fact used above is that K (bx) K-1 = (Kbx).
Step 3: Computation Solve the roal-pitch-roU equation

(giK)1gfK = Exp((eix)ai) Exp((e2x)a2) Exp((eqX)a3)

(4)

for the three coordinates (al, a2, a3).
As we will rely on the roll-pitchroil inversion several times
during this paper, we will compute explicitly the right
hand side of equation (4) and solve it. The generic matrix
g, with g E SO(3), is then:
cos a2

sin a2 sin a

sin as1n a2

cooai Caseasin a cMaa sina3

sinl a2cO

1

i GiS
8in
al
as+
-sinal sina3+
L cas com a2 sinag coo a coSa 2cosIg
Denoting the elements of g by gij, we see immediately
that g1 and g31 are both zero only when sin a2 = 0, in
which case 912 and g93 are zero as wel and the matrix g
has the following structure
-co

aI sin

1

g

also ia what follows, except where

is the traspose of g when g is in SO(3)

=

0

0 COs(l ± 43) T

O

0

Sin(al a3)

sin(al ±a3) ±co(al ± as) j

3We have not made say asmption of orthogonality of bi and 2.
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Step 2: Computation Find the numbers (ul, U2, U3) that
solve the steering problem for the driftless system

Thus in this cae £2 = 0 or a2 = r mean that there
was either no pitch or alternatively a flip. In both cases,
a single roll action is sufficient to steer the system: just
solve for the quantity a1 ± a3.
More generally, when g2 or fg3 are not both zero (thus
tly ompute
aJlo 2 or gl3 are not both zero), we
the coordinates (al, a2, a3) as follows

4 =g (blx) tfl +g(2X)U2+g (b3x ) U3
by followig the procedure seen in § 2.1.
Step 3: Application Apply for T seconds the inptts (IL +
vi4 +v2,1 +vO) to the system with drift.

atan2(g92,-g31)

if f31 #0
else
if g21 #0
a2 = atan2(glsi(al),g21)
else
= atan2(g cos(al),-g31)
if g93 # 0
a3 = atan2(g2,913)
= acot2 (g13, g12)
else
a, =

= acot2 (-g3l,g21)

3.2 The Two Input Control System with Drift
Let us consider the system
=

where atan2(y, r), acot2(y, x) compute tan-('), cotr()
but use the sipg of both x and y to determine the quadrant
in which the resulting angle lies.

+g(bix)ui gg(b2x)u2

(5)

The problem that we want to solve is to find a pair of inputs
(ul, u2) that steers the system (5) from a given gi, with gi E
SO(3), to a desired gf E SO(3) in T seconds. The steering
strategy that we present in this section is based on the fact that
there exists a time-varying input transformation that allows us
to ignore the presence of drift.

Step 4: Application Apply for f seconds the controls:

(ul, U2) = (3SnI', 0)? (U1 sU2) = PA24. 322t)s
(Ul,U2) = (3S$1 *,0)

Proposition 3
Given a control system on SO() whoe evolution
is des*d by4=g(box)+g(blx)ul +g(2x)u2,
tith b, and b2 linearly independent,
gi and gf both in SO(3)

2.3 The One Input Control System
This case corresponds to a satellite with only one rotor. In
this case the system is not controllable for there is only one
input vector field. The set of al achievable orientations forms
a I-dimensional subgoup of SO(3), S'1 Thus provided the
matrix gd with gd = gfg g E SO(3) lie inm this subgroup, we
may steer from the initial to final point.

3

g(box)

and a time T > 0,
Then there exists a u(.) defined on [0,T],
which will steer the system
from gi to gf in the interval [0, 1.

Proof: We will once again give the proof in algorithmic form.

Left-Invariant Control Systems on
S0(3) with Drift

Step 1: Affine Input Transtrmations Without kls of
generality, we will assume bo to be orthogonal to both
b1 and b2. In fact, if bo had a non zero component on the
space spanned by b1 and b2, it would be easy to cancel
for it by meas of a linear combination of constant inputs.
It is not restrictive, in addition, to assume that b1 and b2
are orthogonal and have unit norm, as this can also be
achieved by meas of a linear input transformation of the
inputs ul and U2 as see iin the two input drift-free case.
F'Maly, denoting Ilboll by w, we assume that the orientation of the foilowing vectors bo, b1 and b2 is such that
bo x b1 = wb2, wbl x b2 = bo and b2 x bo = wb1. This may
require that we relaW the inputs.

We consider systems with left invariant drift vector fields; it
should be noted that in general satellites with rotors and nonzero angular momentum do not have this lind of structure on
their drift vector fields. We will try to reduce the problem with
drift to one whose structure is similar to those with no drift
and apply the results of §2.

3.1 The Case of Three Inputs
When m is equal to 3 we may cancel the drift by mean of a
combined action of the three inputs. This allows us to apply the
steering procedure seen for the corresponn drift-free case.

Step 2: Time-Varying Input Transformation For
a system of the form (5) there exists an input transformation

Proposition 2

Given a control sstem on SO(S) whose evolution is given by
# = g(box) +g(blx)ul + g(2x)u2 +g(b3X)u3,
with bl, b2 and b3 linearly independent,
g; and gf both in SO(3)
and a time T > 0,

[ul

A(t) VI2

such that, the system resulting from the state transformation gr = gexp(- (box)t) has no drift

Then there exit a u6) defined on [0, 71,
pieceise constant, which will steer the system
from g to gf in the interval [0, 71.

+ g,
§r= g, (b, x)v (b2+x)
v2

(6)

Notice that g, = gexp(- (box)t) is a time-varying transformation that exactly compensates for the drift by making the reference frame rotate around bo.
This may be demonstrated in a constructive way. We will
derive the input transformation matrix A(t).

Proof: The proof again wil be algorithmic. The steering strategy for the system can be outlined as follows:

Step 1: Drift Cancellation Choose the numbers (vi, v2, 3)
such that blVl + b2v2 + b3V3 = -b.
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Figure 2: This figure shows geometrically ow the constants A
and 82 are chosen in order to inur tha the resulting inputs
are orthogonal. Notice that there is one degree of freedom, a.

Figure 1: Note the plane 0 which the vectors b. and b& span
remain constant under the action of the drift 60 even though
bS and 62 do not.
Frm gr = gexp(-(box)t)- we can wite g
g, exp((box) t), whose derivative is
4 = 4,x Pbox)i))+g, tEx(box)t)(box)
4? Ep((box)t)+g(box)

We want to find a new

i

It is now clear that by setting

=

ul
.U2

(7)

=
=

4 = g(b,x) +g(cx)vi +g(cgX)t2

tem

g(N,x) + g(biX)(COs(wtWI + sm(wWiV)
g (bx) (-sin(wt)V + cos(Q)va)
3.3 The One Input Control System with Drift
4=

(10)

Now we will exploit rather than ignore the drift provided tha
we have fewer consraints on the arrival time.
Proposition 4
Given a contl system on SO(S) who elution
is described b 4 = g (box) + g(bx) u,
with bo and bi lineary inderdent,
g, andgf both in S0(3)
Then there exis a T ER+ and
a u(.) defined on [0, T,
piecewise constant, which twill ster the system
from g to'gf in the interval [0, T1.
Proofi The proof will be algorithmic, as bdbre.
Step 1: Orthogonalzation There is one degree of freedom
uming there are no input constraints. Find the numbers
, 2 so that bo + Abs orthogonal to bo + 2bi. Whil
the plane in which these vectors lie in is fixed, the two
vectors may rotate in a limited way in the plane. Call the
normalized versions of the resulting two vectors hl, h2.
Step 2: Computation Apply the procedue of Section 2.2 to
the system:

where cl = ex(-(box)t)h and C2 = exp(-(box)t)bOh
These two tems can be computed by meas of Rodrigues'
formula

=
=

=

(1-bo X) dA + (boX)2i (I -ColW;t)n

bi- boxbi;nwt+(box)(bxbl)x 2-(I-coswt)

bl-b2sinWt+boxSbi-(1-coswt)
b-b2sinwt-b (I coot)
-

b co wt -b2inwt

Similaly we have

=

-bom n wt+ (box) (bo x b2 (-- coswt)
62-4Bisin +boXb-(1-costW)

=

bl siuwt + b2 CoOwt

C2=

Equation (10) thus becomes
4

=

(12)

Step 3: Computation Find the input sequence that drive
the drift-free system
4r =g,s (bl x) +ggr (b2X)92
fromg to g, Exp(- (box) T)i theinterval (0, T) byuing
the method od theorem (1).
Step 4: Application Apply the resulti controls to the sys-

We recall that, given any rotation matrix R E SO(3)
and any shkew symmetric matrix (bx) E so(3), we have
R(bx) Rt1 = (Rbx), therefoe equation (9) becomes

=

= si wt
8wt
VI
si wt Cos wt l 2

co

of inputs (v, v2) such that

(g,r (4l X ) th + gr(6 X )v2) Exp((bo x) t) + g (bo x )
)xt)v +
g Exp(- (box) t) ( x) Exp((x
g Exp(- (box)t) (bx) Exp((box)t)v2
+g (box)
(9)

el =

VI
V2

we obtain the system (5).

(8)
iv =g,(bvx)td +gr(b2x)v22
The two inputs v1 and v2 that solve the problem can be
determined by using equation (8) in equation (7) to get:
4

=A(t)

g ((bix) cowt-(bx) sinwt) +
g((b x) inwt + (2 x ) co wt)v +
g (box)

4=g(h ul +h2t2)
with gi and gf as before, with T = 3.

(11)
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r'maly, given a left-invariant vector field gven by g(wx),
the evolution of the quatnion pramer is given bry

Step 3: Time Scalng There will be two problems wtit the
soltio that may arinse frm the computation step. First,
they might have negative values. The drift can not be
reversed, but luckily we may just add 2r to any negtive
result and convert the input to a positive one.
Also, the inputs may not be varied. However, the amount
of time they are applied can be adjusted. Instead of applying the first input for one second for example, we can
+ 1
seconds. Set the s caling contants
apply I for
ce and C2 to Ilbo + ,8bilII and ilbo + 42bl II respectively.

403

Again, the choice of 6l and f2 must be done by taking into
accout possible constraint on the time necessary to steer the
system and (or) on the magnitude of the input.

5

While covenint for algbraic ma ipulton, matkix-form differential equations for SO(3) are not suitable for numenclsulation. Recall that the Lie grop S0(3) is a three-dimeniona
submanifold of GL(3). If matrix diffeaitial equats for
SO(3) are ued, numerical error may slWly drive the nine
states off the sub-manifold. One may reslve this by uing
a smooth map brom R3 to to S0(3), for example the roUpitch-ww coordinate chart, and simuating the system in R3
instea.d. These maps, however, are prone to singularities and
if used they require frequent chane of coodinates.
We chose to use the quternions repreentig SO(3),
avoiding the singulanrties. Given any g E S0(3), there exists an w E R3 of unit length and a U such that g is a rotation
about w through degrees. The quaterion parameters are
then given by:
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Given the quaternians q E R4, the matrix g may be computed
directly.

q2 + 9? -

qsq - qoq3 qq + qq22
qqa+qoq3 qo + q2 2 qo - qoql
qlq3-qDq2 q0j+qoql i+d-j j
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g = 2
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trace(g) + 1
932 -

Conclusion

This paper was aL attempt to m a complete sdution for a
class of staerng problem with aiithms. The fotr theorems
embody the the dffert approaches aplied. The it employs
an nut and cordinte transormation to put a general tem
into a canonial form for which we have precomputed formula.
The others which follow employ vaiou input and coordinate
transformatios to once again put a more general system into
this canonical fwm. In futur work, we will genealize these
approaches to more general matrix Le groups.

4 Simulation Strategies

qo

-°

There are many nice properties to this parameterization, for
example matrix multiplication maps simply to quaternion multiplicati. For details, see [6].
In the confeece presentation, we will present animated
simulations for steering the attitude of satellites and space
robots using the algorithms developed here.

Step 4: Application Apply the control ui = flu for IL seconds, ul = $2 for <, seconds and u = flu for O sctds.

(n

402

-

4q0

=§921 -912

4qO
The above holds unless,q = 0. If it is, gqi+ gji # 0 implies
that qi and q1 are not equal to zero. Then the diagonal terms
may be used to compute that q.' = gjj + 1.
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